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ABSTRACT 

The disclosed subject matter relates to an integrated decision 
Support “cockpit' or control center for displaying, analyzing, 
and/or responding to, various events and contingencies that 
can occur within an electrical grid. 
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DECISION SUPPORT CONTROL CENTERS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 12/885,750, filed on Sep. 20, 2010, 
which is a continuation of International Application No. PCT/ 
US2009/037995 filed on Mar. 23, 2009, which claims the 
benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/038,650 filed 
on Mar. 21, 2008, which are incorporated by reference in their 
entirety herein, and from which priority is claimed. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

0002. A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material which is subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile repro 
duction by any one of the patent disclosure, as it appears in the 
Patent and Trademark Office patent files or records, but oth 
erwise reserves all copyright rights whatsoever. 

FIELD 

0003. The disclosed subject matter relates to an integrated 
decision Support “cockpit' or control center for displaying, 
analyzing, and/or responding to, various events and contin 
gencies that can occur within an electrical grid. 

BACKGROUND 

0004 Power utilities generate electrical power at remote 
plants and deliver electricity to residential, business or indus 
trial customers via transmission networks and distribution 
grids. Power is first transmitted as high Voltage transmissions 
from the remote power plants to geographically diverse Sub 
stations. From the Substations, the received power is sent 
using cables or “feeders' to local transformers that further 
reduce the Voltage. The outputs of the transformers are con 
nected to a local low Voltage power distribution grid that can 
be tapped directly by the customers. The power distribution 
grids can be configured as either radial or networked systems. 
A radial distribution system includes a number of feeder 
circuits that extend radially from a substation. Each circuit 
serves customers within a particular area and the failure of a 
radial circuit cuts off electric service to the customers on that 
circuit. In a networked distribution system, service is pro 
vided through multiple transformers connected in parallel, as 
opposed to the radial system in which there is only one path 
for power to flow from the substation to a particular load. A 
networked distribution system provides multiple potential 
paths through which electricity can flow to a particular load. 
0005. By its nature, a networked distribution system can 
be more reliable than a radial distribution system. When a 
networked distribution system is properly designed and 
maintained, the loss of any single low or high Voltage com 
ponent does not usually cause an interruption in service or 
degradation of power quality. Nevertheless, large events. Such 
as feeder outages, transmission and Substation events do 
occur, along with less Substantial, although still important 
problems, such as low Voltage complaints and distribution 
feeder failures remain. When a feeder fails, its substation 
protection circuitry will isolate it from its power supply in the 
substation automaticly and are called “Open Autos' or O/AS. 
When an O/A occurs, the load that had been carried by the 
failed feeder must shift to adjacent feeders, further stressing 
them. O/AS put networks, control centers, and field crews 
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under considerable stress, especially during the Summer, and 
cost millions of dollars in operations and maintenance 
expenses annually. 
0006 Providing reliable electric supply requires active or 
continuous "control room' management of the distribution 
system by utility operators. Real-time response to a distur 
bance or problem may, for example, require redirecting 
power flows for load balancing or sectionalizing as needed. 
The control room operators must constantly monitor the dis 
tribution system for potential problems that could lead to 
disturbances. Sensors may be used to monitor the electrical 
characteristics (e.g., Voltage, current, frequency, harmonics, 
etc.) and the condition of critical components (e.g., trans 
formers, feeders, secondary mains, and circuit breakers, etc.) 
in the distribution system. The sensor data may guide empiri 
cal tactics (e.g., load redistribution in Summer heat waves) or 
strategies (e.g., scheduling network upgrades at times of low 
power demand in the winter), and provide indications of 
unique or peculiar component life expectancy based on obser 
Vations of unique or peculiar loads. 
0007 Often information about an electrical grid is not 
presented in an integrated fashion, as it is contained in as 
many as 20 separate applications that may each require sepa 
rate security details (e.g. separate applications each requiring 
a separate log-in and password). Once logged in, the operator 
must drill-downto navigate through the applications to obtain 
the information he or she needs to analyze the contigency and 
respond. 
0008 For example, following an open auto of network 
feeder, operators need to communicate and coordinate the 
collection of a variety of information. Field personnel may 
report a manhole fire, station personnel may report relay 
targets and regional control center personnel may be review 
ing Power Quality (PQ) node data and still others may be 
reviewing the specific PQ (power quality) application, RTF 
(reactance to fault), i.e., frequency, impedance and amplitude 
data to determine the location of a cable fault. 
0009. Accordingly, there is a need in the art for an 
approach to decision Support which overcomes the limita 
tions of the prior art and allows an operator to accurately, and 
quickly, identify and respond to contingencies based on an 
integrated view of the electrical grid which he/she is control 
ling. 

SUMMARY 

0010. The presently disclosed subject matter provides an 
integrated decision Support “cockpit' or control center for 
displaying, analyzing, and/or responding to, various events 
and contingencies that can occur within an electrical grid. 
0011. One aspect of the disclosed subject matter provides, 
within an integrated platform, a decision Support control cen 
ter. The control center can include a real time status overview 
of an electrical grid, a Substation status, a topographical dis 
play of at least a portion of an electrical grid, an electrical 
feeder status display, a decision Support interface, an alarm 
manager, a Susceptibility to failure interface, and/or a contin 
gency analysis interface. In one embodiment, the disclosed 
Subject matter provides, within an integrated platform, a deci 
sion Support control center that combines data display func 
tionality with data analysis functionality. 
0012 Another aspect of the present application provides 
an integrated decision Support control center system to permit 
an end user to monitor the status of at least a portion of a utility 
network. The integrated decision Support control center 
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includes one or more processors, each having respective com 
munication interfaces to receive data from the utility network. 
The data includes real time utility network data. The system 
also includes one or more software applications, operatively 
coupled to and at least partially controlling the processors, to 
process the real time utility network data and determine 
whether a change in condition has occurred. The system also 
includes a display, coupled to the one or more processors, for 
visually presenting the depiction of utility network, including 
any changes in condition thereof, in an integrated manner. 
0013 Another aspect of the present application provides a 
method for operating an integrated decision Support control 
center system to permit an end user to monitor the status of at 
least a portion of a utility network. This method includes 
receiving real time utility network data from the utility net 
work and determining, from the received real time utility 
network data, whether a change in condition in the utility 
network has occurred. The method also includes displaying a 
depiction of at least the portion of the utility network, includ 
ing any determined changes in condition thereof, in an inte 
grated manner. 
0014) Another aspect of the present application provides 
an integrated decision Support control center system to permit 
an end user to monitor the status of at least a portion of a utility 
network. The system includes communication interface 
means for receiving data from the utility network, the data 
including real time utility network data. The system further 
includes data processing means, coupled to the communica 
tion interface means, to process the real time utility network 
data and determine whether a change in condition has 
occurred. The system also includes display means, coupled to 
the data processing means, for visually presenting said a 
depiction of the utility network, including any changes in 
condition thereof, in an integrated manner. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0015. Further objects, features and advantages of the dis 
closed subject matter will become apparent from the follow 
ing detailed description taken in conjunction with the accom 
panying figures showing illustrative embodiments of the 
disclosed subject matter, in which: 
0016 FIG. 1 depicts a flow diagram of a method of oper 
ating an integrated decision Support control center system to 
permit an end user to monitor the status of at least a portion of 
a utility network. 
0017 FIG. 2 depicts a non-limiting exemplary “Heads 
Up” control center display. In this embodiment, access is 
provided to other, more detailed displays or interfaces. In one 
particular embodiment, the Heads Up display is shown in 
conjunction with a topical display of the electrical grid, also 
referred to herein as a “battlefield view’ or battlefield display. 
0018 FIG.3 depicts another non-limiting exemplary con 

trol center display. In this embodiment, multiple display 
screens are employed to provide both status information 
about the electrical grid as well as interfaces which analyzes 
the observed data, and proposes solutions to problems pre 
dicted based on the observed data. 
0019 FIG. 4 is an example of a drill-down within a screen 
in the context of a cockpit response to a primary feeder 
failure. 
0020 FIG.5 depicts another non-limiting exemplary con 

trol center display. In this display, D structures with D-faults 
are color coded on the one-line (color not shown in Figure). A 
click on the structure displays the D-fault data, along with 
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additional data Such as one or more of for example, informa 
tion regarding the existence of 3M joints; an exploded man 
hole drawing: a list of active feeders in the manhole, duct 
records, and pending Vactor (vacuum truck) requests and/or 
environmental conditions. 
0021 FIG. 6 displays an exemplary display which pro 
vides the operator which flexibility to configure the display 
according to personal preference. In this exemplary embodi 
ment, a map of the electrical grid (e.g. a topographical dis 
play) is provided in the center, which analysis functionality 
shown in the upper right hand corner, and help support pro 
vided in the lower right hand corner. 
0022 FIG. 7 depicts an expert system for one particular 
embodiment which reveals the logic in which problems are 
predicted based on observed data, and action plans are pro 
posed in response thereto. There it is shown that an anomaly 
is registered, which initiates determination of whether the 
event is predicted to be a problem based on the registered 
anomalies. The system performs an analysis for each Solution 
to determine if the solution is helping, on one or more pre 
selected contingencies. 
0023 FIG. 8 depicts a non-limiting exemplary display of 
PQ Node Events and Outages, which is discussed in Example 
1 of this application. 
0024 FIG. 9 depicts a sample form in which shows the 
relationships of anomalies to problems and Solutions. 
(0025. While the disclosed subject matter will now be 
described in detail with reference to the figures, it is done so 
in connection with the illustrative embodiments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0026. The presently disclosed subject matter is directed to 
a decision Support cockpit for control centers that connects 
existing, legacy systems and new applications into an expand 
ing network that provide valuable information regarding mul 
tiple components of an electrical grid. By integrating existing 
data into one application, the decision Support cockpit 
extracts vital information that is currently usually contained 
in various applications and places Such data in front of the 
operator in an easily accessible and digital format. Further 
more, certain embodiments of the presently disclosed subject 
matter display only selected information (e.g. information 
deemed critical). 
0027. Referring to FIG. 1, a method for operating an inte 
grated decision Support control center system (10) to permit 
an end user to monitor the status of at least a portion of an 
electrical network is shown. The method includes receiving 
utility network data (11) from the utility network. This data is 
conveyed, using techniques known in the art, to a software 
application to determine whether a change in condition exists 
(12). Software that can be used for this purpose includes, but 
is not limited to, the Distribution Engineering Workstation 
(DEW), which is commercially available from Electrical Dis 
tribution Design (EDD). After such determination, the depic 
tion of the utility network data, along with any determined 
change (13) is displayed on screen, such as a computer moni 
tor or projection screen. 
0028. In certain embodiments, information is combined 
from multiple applications and presented to the operator in a 
single view. It is important to note that in certain embodi 
ments, the applications are not integrated, but instead the data 
from Such applications are integrated, e.g. in a single view. 
For example, the data can be presented in a “contingency 
analysis browser window. In other embodiments, the deci 
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sion Support cockpit is driven and updated by feeder and load 
event triggers. Examples of feeder and load event triggers 
include, but are not limited to, ground faults, “arcing bus 
faults occurring at the Substation, failure at Solder joints, and 
transformer failure. 
0029. In other certain embodiments of the presently dis 
closed subject matter, the decision Support cockpit control 
center also registers and stores such information for use with 
machine learning applications that are in communication 
with the display components of the control center of the 
present application. The machine learning applications 
implement “educated action plans in response to anomalies 
and problems based on observed anomalies and relative rank 
ings assigned to the anomalies based on past events. Past 
performance models future decision making, this is moni 
tored and controlled using the decision Support cockpits of 
the present application. 
0030. As used herein, the term “integrated” or “integrated 
display refers to a display in which the operator can access 
data from the display, including drill-down access, without 
having to log into a separate platform. In certain embodi 
ments, integrated displays not only provide the operator with 
the ability to access the data, but also provide for data com 
munication between the different displays. 
0031. As used herein, the term “contingency” refers to an 
estimation of a state that puts the system as risk that can occur 
in the future. Examples of contingencies include, for 
example, contingencies based on one failure in the system 
("1st contingency failure') or contingencies based on two 
failures in the system (“2nd contingency failure'). 
0032. As used herein, the terms “anomaly' and “anoma 
lies includes any unusual and/or undesirable event detected 
with absolute certainty, based on previously collected and/or 
real time data collection. In certain embodiments of the 
present invention, anomalies are combined and weighted to 
predict problems that may occur in the near or distant future 
based on the observed anomalies. In certain embodiments, 
anomalies are related logically, temporally, by physical proX 
imity and/or by logical proximity. 
0033. As used herein, the term “problem” refers to an 
event predicted based on observed anomalies in which the 
system demonstrates significant variation from the expected 
performance of the system. In certain embodiments, prob 
lems are prioritized based on their significance and likeli 
hood. In other embodiments, problems are prioritized based 
on one or more contingencies, such as a first contingency 
failure or a second contingency failure. 
0034. As used herein, a “solution' is a positive action or 
sequence of actions that is intended to alleviate a problem. A 
Solution may be implemented as a sequence of steps called an 
“action plan”. 
0035. As used herein, “decision support interface” refers 
to any platform in which action plans are proposed to the 
operator and/or any platform in which operators chose to 
enact (or not enact) action plans. 
0036. In some embodiments, the decision support cockpit 
has one or more of the following attributes: 

0037 1. Providing real-time data collection and/or dis 
play where appropriate; 

0038 2. Maintaining collected data for present and 
future analysis; 

0039. 3. Predictive features, including prediction based 
on weighted inputs, inputs weighted based in part of past 
results of Such inputs to the electrical grid; 
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0040. 4. Animated control structure based on operator 
preference; 

0041 5. Capable of simulation, for example for pur 
poses of training or predictive applications; 

0.042 6. Able to replay events; 
0.043 7. Able to visualize data and predicted problems, 

i.e. computer visual portrait of data or predicted prob 
lems; and 

0044 8. Open-ended and expandable. 
0045. In some embodiments of the presently disclosed 
Subject matter, Such displays are in communication with, and 
can display the output of information obtained from Machine 
Learning. Details regarding Machine Learning are Summa 
rized below, and are also described in International Published 
Application No. 2007/087537, which is hereby incorporated 
by reference in its entirety. 

Heads Up Display 
0046. In some embodiments, operators can relate to a stan 
dard set of displays that provide important information first in 
order, and all relevant system information in one organized 
and easy to use location. These views also, where required, 
provide drill-down functionality to subordinate and other 
Supporting displays. 
0047 Particularly when combined with a Top Down view 
of the system (e.g., on a projection screen or similarly display, 
discussed below) the Heads Up Display provides the opera 
tors with a powerful integrated view that would result in 
quicker assimilation of system conditions which is necessary 
in a very dynamic environment. Additionally, the Heads Up 
Display will allow the operators to return to a consistent view 
of the system which would standardize the response to system 
conditions by all operators. 
0048. In some embodiments, the Heads Up Display (and 
other displays described herein) operates in communication 
with the machine learning systems described throughout this 
application to transmit and receive information about the 
electrical grid. In certain embodiments, this display integrates 
the data and/or user interfaces of existing/legacy systems and 
is flexible enough to allow the user to arrange the components 
(e.g., WebParts, discussed below) to his/her preference, based 
on the particular machine learning algorithm employed as 
part of the cockpit control center. 
0049. A single page interface can provide the ability to 
insert data components (e.g. WebParts, described below) and/ 
or provide the operator with the ability to rearrange and 
personally configure each data component. In one embodi 
ment, automated data refresh updates in real-time at user 
definable intervals (e.g. 60 seconds, 2 minutes, 5 minutes, 
etc.). In one particular embodiment, the control center pro 
vides drill-down support to get an additional level of data 
detail from any component of the display. In another embodi 
ment, the control center provides asynchronous data acquisi 
tion for improved system performance to enhance operator 
experience with the system. 
0050 Referring to FIG. 2, an exemplary embodiment will 
be described. In the embodiment, there are 12 views that are 
integrated within the Heads-Up Display (20): 
0051 1. An application menu (21); 
0052 2. DIS (Distribution Information System) Output 
(e.g. real time status of the system) (22); 
0053. 3. Substation Status (SOCCS-X) (23); 
0054 4. "Battlefield, i.e. Topographic Display (24); 
0.055 5. Scheduler (25); 
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0056 6. Decision Support (26): 
0057 7. Alarm Manager (27); 
0058 8. Susceptibility to Failure (displays odds or likeli 
hood of failure, or imminent failure) (28); 
0059) 9. FMS (Feeder Management System, for mainte 
nance tracking) (29); 
0060 10. Primary and Secondary Network Views (30): 
0061 11. Top Down Display, (starting with the entire area 
of responsibility with Zoom-in capability to particular prob 
lems at the local level) (31); and 
0062 12. Contingency Analysis (evaluation by risk 
ranked order of what is likely to happen next so that problems 
can be prevented proactively) (32). 
0063. The selections shown in the exemplary embodiment 
discussed above are based on delivery of information in a 
timely and layered fashion with ease of navigation. Other 
selections can be incorporated, depending on particularities 
associated with the electric grid. The arrangement is based on 
a five step procedures that control center personnel go 
through when recognizing and responding to events: 

0064 1. Event Recognition 
0065 2. Confirmation of Event 
0.066 3. Evaluation of Current Impact 
0067. 4. Identify actions to mitigate current impact 
0068 5. Identify next worse contingencies. 

0069. Other certain embodiments of the presently dis 
closed subject matter employ multiple screens, thereby ren 
dering a Heads Up Display as shown in FIG. 2 unnecessary as 
a "default Screen' (i.e. as a screen that serves as the starting 
point for operator process control). As shown in FIG. 3, a 
specific embodiment (300) combines the functionality of 
alarms display (301), Visual FMS (Feeder Management Sys 
tem (302), feeder processing (303), a real-time display of 
network status (304), a decision support view (305), a model 
simulator view for purposes of training (306), and SCADA 
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) (307). Multiple 
applications can be shown in one view using multiple screens 
(308). The system also includes a mouse (309) and keyboard 
(310), which are coupled to one or more processors coupled 
to memory (not shown). 
0070 Referring to FIG. 3, a client computer (not shown) 
and a server computer (not shown) are used in Some embodi 
ments to implement the programs of FIG. 3. The components 
of FIG.3 can be software modules running on a computer, one 
or more processors, or a network of interconnected proces 
sors and/or computers each having respective communication 
interfaces to receive and transmit data. Alternatively, the soft 
ware modules can be stored on any Suitable computer-read 
able medium, such as a hard disk, a USB flash drive, DVD 
ROM, optical disk or otherwise. The processors and/or 
computers can communicate through TCP, UDP, or any other 
suitable protocol. Conveniently, each module is software 
implemented and stored in random-access memory of a Suit 
able computer, e.g., a work-station computer. The Software 
can be in the form of executable object code, obtained, e.g., by 
compiling from source code. Source code interpretation is not 
precluded. Source code can be in the form of sequence 
controlled instructions as in Fortran, Pascal or “C”, for 
example. 
0071 Various modifications and alterations to the 
described embodiments will be apparent to those skilled in 
the art in view of the teachings herein. For example, the 
program described in connection with FIG. 3 can be hard 
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ware, such as firmware or VLSICs, that communicate via a 
Suitable connection, such as one or more buses, with one or 
more memory devices. 
0072 Many of the displays shown in FIG.3 currently exist 
as separate non-integrated applications. Embodiments of the 
presently disclosed subject matter create linkages and loca 
tions of these screens to immerse the operator in a consistent 
view of the situation. In one embodiment, the Scanning of 
legacy information (e.g. as a pdf file) that is presently in paper 
form is linked for ease of retrieval. 
0073 Referring to FIG.4, an example of a drill-down (40) 
within a screen will be described in the context of a cockpit 
response to a primary feeder failure. In the SCADA screen 
(41), SOCCS-X (the substation view) comes up automati 
cally (42) showing the substation (location) where the feeder 
tripped. The operator clicks on button on the breaker and 
views the Substation one-line. The operator is given links on 
the substation one-line diagram to view the breaker, the 
relays, the transformers, etc (43). The Operator can click on 
the breaker and see a physical diagram of the breaker (44) 
with linkages to the station bus drawings, the manufacturing 
drawings of the breaker, the breaker's ratings, the mainte 
nance history of the breaker, the breaker's relay protection 
one-line, etc. The Operator can click on the relay protection 
one-line and view the one-line of the stations relay protection 
(45), with linkages to the relay status, the protection setting of 
the relay, the maintenance history of the relay, the paper 
sheets showing the relay settings from the last calibration, etc. 
This type of drill-down through concise locations of linkages 
allows efficient comprehension of specifics that could help 
diagnose emergent problems in an efficient manner. 

Top Down Display (RealTime Status Overview of Electrical 
Grid) 
0074 Control room operators monitor and respond to real 
time conditions that in many cases are rapidly developing and 
present significant threats to the system. Operators need to 
respond expeditiously to mitigate Such threats in order to 
maintain the reliability of the system. In Such an environment, 
the integration and presentation of information is of height 
ened importance. 
0075 Certain embodiments of the present application pro 
vide a robust platform that brings together, in an integrated 
view, information which would be needed to respond effec 
tively. This includes, but is not limited to, bulk power substa 
tion and transmission system events as well as area stations 
and other distribution based events involving auto loops, unit 
stations, overloads, multiple feeder contingencies, loadshed 
ding and Voltage reduction actions. This allows a better view 
of overlapping events on both the transmission and distribu 
tions systems allowing for better event management. 
0076. In certain embodiments, a detailed view of these 
facilities is not provided in the top down display, but instead, 
an alert functionality is provided that allows the operator to 
become aware of emerging events, coupled with drill-down 
capability. This allows ease of navigation to Supporting dis 
plays that do contain the desired detail. The top down display 
provides operators with a view of emerging events on both the 
transmission distribution systems across the entire electric 
operation. 
0077 Certain embodiments of the presently disclosed 
subject matter also provide the ability to evaluate future con 
ditions based on current system status and the effect of the 
next worse contingency. Because operating contingencies 
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can occur quickly, it is important to place the operators in a 
proactive posture in order to respond effectively. 
0078 Certain embodiments of the presently disclosed 
Subject matter also provide a visualization tool that provides 
a means of reviewing the events after the fact. Event replay 
visualization can help in analyzing the origin and cause of the 
event within the context that the operators view everyday. 
Such embodiments are also useful for training purposes. 

The Primary Feeder Battlefield (Topographical Display) 
007.9 The control center displays described herein are 
useful for providing an integrated view of electrical grid 
status (e.g. network and/or load area system conditions), 
allowing operators to navigate between various applications 
as part of a single tailored application. Whereas analysis of 
various system aspects previously often required viewing 
different displays on different platforms, which slowed oper 
ating response and, more importantly, may result in not per 
ceiving any real time threats that may exist. In severe and/or 
rapidly developing emergencies, the methods and systems of 
the present invention provide information to be presented in 
concise, operator-oriented displays that present the most 
important information in priority order. 
0080 Embodiments of the presently disclosed subject 
matter provide a highly visible view of what an electrical grid 
operator needs to know immediately in order to respond to 
emerging threats. In certain embodiments, the emphasis 
begins with primary feeder processing under emergency con 
ditions and 'now' and “next-worse' contingency analysis 
and actions. 
0081 More particularly, in certain embodiments, the deci 
sion Support cockpit facilities: a) processing of primary dis 
tributions feeders from outage to restoration; b) analyzing the 
network or load area contingency for the “now case and the 
“next worse' cases; c) identifying and prioritizing “action 
items' to mitigate the “now and “next worse' cases; and d) 
capturing the results of “action items' as feedback to machine 
learning for Susceptibility rankings, as disclosed, for 
example, in the above noted International Published Appli 
cation No. WO 2007/087537. 
0082 In certain embodiments, the topographical display, 
or alternatively one of the other displays described in this 
application, provide a visual platform (e.g. a RTF display) in 
which related information can be provided as selectable lay 
ers. For example, in one embodiment, a single display pro 
vides the location of manhole fires, and the estimated location 
of the fault as displayed, for example, by the RTF (reactance 
to faults). 
0083. In certain embodiments, the topographical display 
also contains all information about Surrounding electric com 
ponents that are believed to be necessary to solve problems. 
The display contains information regarding feeders, and their 
status, transformers, and their status, system load, overall risk 
ranking, and other usual information. In one embodiment, 
back feed status and relay targets, as fault information, are 
recorded within the single display. As those skilled in the art 
will appreciate, an algorithm can be used to provide fault 
correlation between relays, PQ node, manhole fires, reported 
faults and RTF, to help identify the presence of multiple faults 
in a timely matter. With the addition of machine learning, 
computer based recommendations can be presented indicat 
ing what the risk of the next worse events occurring. 
0084. In other embodiments, data to be displayed include 
the presence of known "D' faults, e.g. leaking joints, and 
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other known environmental issues in underground structures 
relative to the fault location. In certain embodiments such 
data can have the effect of significantly impacting feeder 
processing and should be known as soon as possible. Addi 
tional conditions that can impact feeder processing involve 
tracing current conflicts, both during the fault locating phase 
as well as during feeder identification. To aid in a timely 
determination, certain embodiments provide a depiction of all 
feeders that run through the same manhole. To further 
increase battlefield resolution, certain embodiments provide 
information regarding the type of joint and or cable in the fault 
manhole or adjacent manholes where work will be required. 
The presence of 3M joints, for example, can affect the pro 
cessing and repair offeeders. In addition ducting information 
can be provided rather than determining as a separate process. 
This provides a more expeditious way to insure that proper 
field associations are maintained. 

I0085 Also through the FMS (feeder management system) 
and the FCR (feeder control representative or “rep') applica 
tions, the systems and methods of the present invention pro 
vide locations where employees are at work relative to the 
fault location. Information is also provided on the existence of 
Registered Tags within affected structures. 
0086. In one embodiment, different colors of the feeder 
one-line indicate different status of the feeder. For example, 
alive on back feed (ABF) suspects can be highlighted; 
grounded; establishing HV (high Voltage) or HV on; tracing 
current on the feeder (and tracing current conflicts in a struc 
ture); transformers shown in color, or otherwise distin 
guished, and HTV icons can indicate local overloads, contin 
gencies, dropped load now or on the next contingency. In 
certain embodiments, network transformer grounds placed 
can be visualized by a unique transformer/HTV color. 
0087. In certain embodiments, structures with D-faults 
can be color coded on the one-line. An illustrative display is 
set forth in FIG. 5. In this particular embodiment, a click on 
the structure will display the D-fault data (not the D-fault 
application). Additional data can be displayed such as one or 
more of for example, information regarding the existence of 
3M joints; an exploded manhole drawing; a list of active 
feeders in the manhole, duct records, and pending Vactor 
(vacuum truck) requests and/or environmental conditions. 
I0088. In other certain embodiments of the presently dis 
closed subject matter, Smoking manholes or manhole fires 
reported on the run of the feeder will be visually displayed on 
the one-line. A click on the manhole will display the ECS 
ticket (outage reports resulting from, for example, a customer 
complaint) and remarks. 
I0089. In certain embodiments of the presently disclosed 
Subject matter, all high Voltage equipment connected to the 
feeder can be displayed. In certain embodiments, one click on 
the Substation icon can display real-time data that provides 
Voltage, load, temperature and other vital information about 
area Substation transformers and feeders. One click on a 
network transformer can display real-time and historical data 
that provides Voltage, load, temperature, network protector 
status and other vital information about distribution trans 
formers. One click on a high tension vault candisplay the high 
tension one-line diagram. One click on a 4 kV step-down can 
open a display that monitors overhead feeders and reclosers 
on auto-loops and step-downs. One click on a 4 kV unit 
station transformer can open a separate display of unit Sub 
stations (e.g. the 4 kV unit station or grid). 
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0090. In certain embodiments of the presently disclosed 
subject matter, all feeders in the network can be layered “on” 
or “off” with live data links when displayed. On the menu of 
the integrated display selectable layers of information can be 
chosen in any combination to present the view that most 
satisfies the current situation. Also, a contingency analysis 
button can be provided, which will register a color corre 
sponding to various contingency situations. This allows the 
operator to know at a glance if he or she needs to further 
inquire regarding the status of a sub-unit of the grid, i.e., 
whether the operator needs to click on the particular sub-unit 
to ascertain more detailed information about the status of the 
particular sub-unit of the electrical grid. If no color is regis 
tered, then a contingency analysis program running in the 
background has completed its analysis and no contingencies, 
i.e. no event negatively affecting a critical component, have 
been identified. This eliminates the need for the operator to go 
through an unnecessary and laborious contingency analysis 
Sequence. 

FMS Visualization (Feeder Status) 
0091 Certain embodiments of the presently disclosed 
subject matter provide input to the feeder control display 
presenting timely and continuously updating feeder status 
information. Objectives achieved by such embodiments 
include, but are not limited to, a) visualizing within the feeder 
map display the status of the feeder process within the sub 
station, b) visualizing within the feeder map display the status 
of the feeder process within the field and c) providing the 
ability to issue feeder process related orders from either the 
feeder map display or the FMS feeder Contingency Analysis 
Program (CAP), discussed further below. 
0092. In certain embodiments, the status of the feeder 
process can be viewed in an integrated fashion concurrent 
with other vital feeder and network information. This can 
improve electrical grid maintenance, and further provides an 
efficient and effective presentation of key process informa 
tion which is needed during an emergency. For example, 
under full integration, tracing current conflicts can be auto 
matically available to the operators when issuing order to 
apply tracing current. Furthermore, operators would other 
wise have to view feeder maps separately from documenta 
tion tracking the feeder process. By providing an integrated 
geographical reference to the operators when issuing orders, 
there is greater assurance of a correct outcome. Additionally 
it provides increased automation of the process. By utilizing 
the mapping database, machine based recommendations for 
isolation and grounding strategies to the operators can be 
developed. 
0093. In certain embodiments of the presently disclosed 
Subject matter, display dynamics presents a continuously 
updating status of the feeder process to the operators as well 
as actions currently in progress. This allows the operators to 
view the deployment of resources concurrently with a status 
view of the feeder. In preferred embodiments, issuing orders 
from the Feeder display are reflected within the feeder CAP 
and conversely, results from the feeder CAP should be out 
putted to the Feeder display. 

Multi Feeder View 

0094. The above description has stressed a single feeder 
integrated display. Other embodiments of the presently dis 
closed subject matter, however, provide the ability to monitor 
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the entire primary feeder battlefield within the network. To 
this end, a multi-view display is provided that depicts all 
feeder outages within a single network. This immediately 
depicts their relationship, quickly identifying logistical 
issues, tracing current conflicts, and current processing sta 
tus. This also facilitates prioritizing feeder process response 
based on known field conditions. This view can constantly 
update as additional feeders “open auto” (O/A), and are 
removed from service in an emergency, fail on test, or are 
restored to service. 

Substations 

0095. In certain embodiments of the presently disclosed 
Subject matter, feederassociations by section at the Substation 
are displayed, including Substations that are designed with 
test buses. Such embodiments are helpful in those substations 
that are designed with test buses. In these situations, equip 
ment and configuration conflicts can slow the restoration 
process and may require a change in priority or process. For 
example, applications that provide real-time and historical 
data regarding Voltage, load, temperature, etc. of area substa 
tion transformers and feeders (e.g. SOCCS-X) can also dis 
play the section relationship between feeders. The station 
one-line diagram furnishes the details of test bus configura 
tions. 

4 KV Primary Networks 
0096. In addition to emphasizing primary network feeder 
display, certain embodiments of the presently disclosed sub 
ject matter also depict 4 kV unit station conflicts within the 
primary feeder battlefield display. This information indicates 
what feeders are currently out that affect the 4 kV grid and to 
what extent. 

Overhead Auto-Loops, Step-Downs and Radial Feeders 
0097. Many network feeders, in addition to network load, 
Supply overhead auto-loops, step-downs and multi-bank Sub 
stations. A loss of one of these feeders creates a separate 
contingency that should also be analyzed for “now and 
“next-worse' events. 

Contingency Analysis Interface (CAP) 
0098. Operators within a control center benefit from sys 
tems that monitor real time status, and provide tools that 
evaluate system risk both presently and in the future. In order 
of priority the initial response to system events in one par 
ticular embodiment is indicated below: 
(0099. 1. Event recognition 
0100 2. Event confirmation 
0101 3. Current system impact 
0102) 4. Initial mitigating actions 
0103) 5. Identify next worse contingency 
0104. These events should take place as soon as possible. 
0105. In certain embodiments of the present application, 
network information is displayed in two nested sets of tabs or 
tree navigation so that context is preserved. In other words, 
anomalies can be observed in view of its role within the entire 
system and operators can seamlessly click between varying 
levels of detail. This can be accomplished, for example, via 
use of well-known AJAX Technology. Each contingency 
should have its own context that can be easily retrieved. 
0106. In some embodiments, the number of contingencies 

is reflected in the display. When a network has a first contin 
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gency, a new context is automatically created. The contin 
gency analysis page continuously updates as new status is 
received. 
0107 Further embodiments of the presently disclosed 
Subject matter provide a second level of network contingency 
detail, which organizes the contingency analysis for a par 
ticular network. In certain embodiments, contingency analy 
sis will include, but is not be limited to, the following: 

0.108 1. Visual FMS visualize the open-auto and fault 
locating process; 

0109 2. Next Worse feeder—analyze contingency now 
and next (there are a multitude of now and next—which 
will occur?); 

0110. 3. Action Items identify action items to mitigate 
now and next; 

0111. 4. Prioritize action items (susceptibility should 
prioritization); 

0112 5. Dispatch human resource to action items; 
0113. 6. Capture action taken for machine learning: 
0114 7. Network Area Information; 
0115 8. Feeder Susceptibility. 

In one embodiment, the quantity of data displayed (informa 
tion density) will determine the number of “network contin 
gency contexts. So as to account for limited Screen space. 
0116 Currently, information on contingencies is usually 
not presented by exception in an integrated fashion. This 
requires that operators distinguish, from a large list, the areas 
of concern. In certain embodiments of the present invention, 
those conditions not representing an area of concern are not to 
be presented, so as to properly direct operator attention to 
areas that deserve attention. 
0117. Additionally, under non-integrated control displays 
currently in use, it is not immediately clear to the operators if 
a contingency occurs for the current feeder outage. This 
requires further search for information which may not be 
necessary. Therefore to assist the operators, embodiments of 
the present application provide a contingency analysis button 
in the design for the Primary Feeder Battlefield Display 
included in the “Heads-Up Display' (HUD), discussed 
above. This permits operators to see immediately if there are 
contingencies and degree of severity with virtually no search. 
This is also the drill-down point to a new Contingency Analy 
sis application. 
0118. Additionally, severity can be more easily identified 
in embodiments in which color coding is added to the pre 
sentation. For example, in one particular embodiment, cur 
rent severe overloads or customer interruptions can be col 
ored red for quick identification whereas next worse 
contingencies can be colored yellow. 
0119 The Contingency Analysis interface presents an 
automated and integrated seamless display of current and 
next worse conditions that are continuously updated. In cer 
tain embodiments, the display is accessed by the contingency 
drill-down from the Contingency Button. For example, infor 
mation fields can include, but are not limited to, station, 
network or load Area, type or class of equipment, feeder and 
status, and overload scenarios for current, next event and peak 
load. Contingency cases can be presented in priority order by 
severity within the context of a load area or network. Current 
impact cases can be the first priority. All contingencies can be 
visible by continuous seamless scroll down within the Con 
tingency Analysis display. The context by feeder is also pre 
served and can be recalled by primary feeder query or via the 
Primary Feeder Battle Field display drill-down button. 
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0120 In a single contingency design area multiple feeder 
outages present a significant challenge to operators in deter 
mining customer impact. Thus, certain embodiments of the 
present application Summarize all outages to ATS, Auto 
Loop, HTV (high tension vaults) and Isolated/Multibank Net 
work installations derived from primary feeder outages. 
0121. In certain embodiments, Supporting programs 
known to those of ordinary skill in the art, such as WOLF 
(developed at Con-Ed, a powerful, on-line real-time contin 
gency simulation) can run continuously and register contin 
gencies automatically on the contingency analysis interface. 
The delivery is event driven with events being defined as 
current, next and peak overloads, overloads occurring at any 
time of day in real time as well as predicted overloads for the 
current case that are less then the peak case. Restoration 
events functions in a similar fashion clearing from the Con 
tingency Analysis display as overloads for current situation, 
next worse, predicted overloads for the current case that are 
less then peak and peak cases are resolved. 
I0122) Certain embodiments of the presently disclosed 
subject matter provide, within the HUD single feeder view, 
the ability to graphically live end-cap several transformers or 
a spur and generate a contingency analysis test case to deter 
mine effect on the network and if the live end cap is a viable 
option for feeder restoration. 
I0123 Embodiments of the present application also pro 
vide drill-down or poke points (e.g. mouse sensitive areas on 
the graphical display) for easy access to Supporting programs 
for use when more information is required. The poke points 
can go well beyond a hyperlink to another application. Jug 
gling separate applications is a laborious process requiring, in 
many cases, a separate login and Subsequent search for the 
needed information. The poke points described herein present 
the operator with the information he or she needs regarding 
the contingency. 
0.124 Certain embodiments of the present application pro 
vide selection points, to provide different views by filtering 
information. In the Header, for example, the operator has the 
ability to select from 3 choices: “network only”, “radial only' 
and “all” and in the categories for transformers, primary and 
secondary cable, selection is available for “now”, “projected 
and “peak' cases. This permits filtering of the view for the 
selected case. Selecting 'now', for example, would univer 
Sally change the entire Contingency Analysis display to the 
“now case for transformers, primary and secondary cable. 

Fault Correlation 

0.125. As previously mentioned the ability to quickly vali 
date the presence of a fault is essential when responding to 
emergencies. There are a variety of conditions where it is not 
clear if a fault exists of if there is more then one fault impact 
ing the ability to make quick restoration decisions. In certain 
embodiments, this functionality is provided in the Primary 
Feeder Battle Field (topographical) display, providing imme 
diate confirmation of a fault by comparing relay information 
available through the FMS interface as described in the FMS 
visualization section and data available from PQ Node and 
the RTF fault application. 
I0126. In one particular non-limiting embodiment, fault 
correlation consists of four components, two of which (com 
ponents (c) and (d) below) can provide an improved contri 
bution to correlation certainty. The components are: a) man 
hole fires as derived from ECS, b) reported faults within FMS, 
c) PQ Node and d) relay information reported within FMS. 
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Lack of fault correlation may dictate the performance of a 
proof test, fault location by electrical means or rapid restora 
tion. The system can provide the ability to quickly choose 
from these options. The Battlefield display indicates the pres 
ence of one or more of the fault correlation components. The 
fault correlation bar provides a visible indication of correla 
tion certainty. 

Components (WebParts) 

0127. It is important to note that one or more of the com 
ponents described as part of any of the displays or interfaces 
may removed and added to any of the other displays or inter 
faces described herein. Components can be combined based 
on the particular needs of the system to which it is employed. 
For example, certain embodiments of the presently disclosed 
subject matter can include a feeder monitor. The feeder moni 
tor can contain a color coded list of feeders not in service. 
Some embodiments can also provide drill-down access to a 
feeder details view and/or a link to a feeder history page that 
displays and/or integrates FMS, feeder status, rapid restore 
and CAJAC (asset failure history) data and functionalities. 
0128. The displays and interfaces described herein can 
also include transparent panels. Further, panels can be con 
figured to be shown or hidden, depending on operator pref 
erence. An exemplary embodiment is shown in FIG. 6, in 
which a map of the electrical grid (e.g. a topographical dis 
play) is provided in the center (60), which analysis function 
ality shown in the upper right hand corner (61), and help 
support provided in the lower right hand corner (62). 
0129. In one particular embodiment, a link is provided to 
view the feeder print and get a DIS summary of the feeder. 
There can be over a dozen other tightly integrated data 
Sources provided for decision Support. These data sources can 
be grouped by network with drill-down to Network Contin 
gency Views. 
0130. Other certain embodiments of the presently dis 
closed subject matter provide a susceptibility to failure inter 
face. For example, a chart of Jeopardy values (a type of 
reliability analysis software) with assigned Feeder Suscepti 
bility values, determined, for example, based on the tech 
niques disclosed in the above noted International Published 
Application No. WO 2007/087537 and U.S. Pat. No. 7,395, 
252, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. 
0131 Other certain embodiments of the presently dis 
closed subject matter register and display pending ECS tick 
ets. More particularly, the system can provide a list of all 
unassigned ECS tickets with customers out. Further details 
regarding ECS ticket views can be provided via drill-down 
functionality. Embodiments of the present invention also pro 
vide a link to ECS ticket analysis display and CAIDI/SAIFI 
indicators. 

0.132. One particular embodiment of the presently dis 
closed subject matter provides a display showing the top five 
BO (transformer banks off) and OM (open mains). Drill down 
access is provided to BOOM (banks off/open mains) Analysis 
Pages. In one particular embodiment, the BO and OM values 
are ranked, based on, for example, density of BO and OM 
events. A drill-down to BOOM Analysis Page can also be 
provided. 
0133. In an embodiment, information regarding problem 
transformers, such as VDAMS (distribution SCADA data) 
load, temperature data and similar information can be pro 
vided. Transformer displays can include drill-down for 
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details to Transformer Status Summary Page. Susceptibility 
ranking of each transformer can likewise be provided. 
I0134. In one particular embodiment, aheat map (NetMap) 
with colored M&S (mains and service boxes) plates (section 
maps of the secondary), and ranked according to the number 
of BO and OM events occurring on the plates, is provided. A 
heat map can be provided per network, and used to highlight 
feeder outages and/or provide a drill-down to M&S Plate 
View. 

0.135 Certain embodiments of the presently disclosed 
subject matter employ a Network Contingency View drill 
down component. The network contingency view drill-down 
component can provide one or more of a list offeeders out, a 
link to network Summary pages from DIS and Substation 
display, a link to run Multiple Feeder Search, Nearby Analy 
sis, and/or Next Worse Feeder reports for the feeders cur 
rently out. Also, the network contingency view drill-down 
component provides SF6 and KPS devices located in the 
network on the feeders currently out. Network Jeopardy and 
Susceptibility list for all the feeders in the network. A list of 
feeder restrictions in the network can also be provided. In one 
embodiment, the integrated Next Worse Feeder Report results 
are displayed for the network. 
0.136 Certain embodiments also provide a list of Banks 
Off in the network that are either supplied by the feeders out 
or are nearby to transformers supplied by the feeders out. Also 
provided in certain embodiments of the present invention 
provide a list of Open Mains in the network which are near to 
transformers supplied by the feeders out. A list of one or more 
of a CAMP (critical and sensitive) customers supplied by the 
feeders out (e.g. hospitals, emergency centers, scientific labs, 
etc.), LSE (life-sustaining equipment) customers Supplied by 
the feeders out, D-Faults in the network, a list of VDAMS 
Banks in the network supplied by the feeders out, and a list 
that shows nearby transformer load. 
I0137 Other embodiments provide a list of ECS customer 
outages in Network with indication if the ticket falls on a 
HotZone (i.e., multiple calls from the same location). Tickets 
include any with indicated customer outage count or trouble 
type of NL or NLA (no light trouble types). 
0.138 A template interface can provided, along with a 
categorized list of operator options. This design is generally 
flexible enough to accommodate a sufficient number of rea 
sonable operator requests. 
0.139. In certain embodiments, a layout section is provided 
that allows the operator to customize the screen according to 
the current task being performed. Additional options can fit 
into one of several Sub categories as discussed below. 
0140. The layout section can contain many preset options, 
Such as those described below. A dropdown list can contain 
preset configurations the operators can select to customize the 
screen from, for example, executive view to a specific opera 
tor function. One embodiment of the presently disclosed sub 
ject matter provides a focus setting that determines the level 
of details on the map and affects the symbols used. This focus 
setting can affect the level of automatic analysis, and actions 
automatically performed. This is distinguished from a Zoom 
function, which is a function of the map itself and available at 
every focus. For each focus level, the operator can be 
prompted to select a given target (network name for network, 
plate name for plate, etc.). Despite the specified target, the 
operator can pan to nearby targets (e.g. nearby plates). For 
example, when focusing on a target feeder, other feeders are 
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visible but grayed out. In certain embodiments, an auto Screen 
is provided in which focus is determined by Zoom level. 
0141 Certain embodiments provide an executive view 
that is broken down by particular districts, wards, boroughs, 
etc.), a network view for network contingencies, a feeder 
view with provides information about single feeder outages 
and feeder processing, a plate view for secondary studies and 
monitoring transformers. 
0142. Certain embodiments provide a coordinate system 
that is useful for specific tasks. For example, identifying 
impact to a 4 KV grid or feeder to a mass transit system (e.g. 
N.Y. Transit Authority) can be easier to do on a “one-line 
diagram' rather than in a full scale map. Operators have the 
flexibility to switch between the reference coordinate sys 
tems. Schematic (logical), GIS (geospatial) functionalities 
are also provided. Topology views can also include back 
ground for the map, primary grid (GIS), secondary grid 
(M&S Plates), Satellite imagery, and Map (land-base) views. 
0143 Static Assets include support click and hover to 
provide additional information, including, Static Assets, Area 
Substation, Unit Substation, Transformers, Manholes, Ser 
vice Boxes, Primary Mains, Secondary Mains, and duct infor 
mation. Information regarding, for example, resources Such 
as emergency trucks and flush trucks can be displayed and 
integrated therein. Customer information is also provided, for 
example, by Iso/Spot (isolated and spot networks), HTV 
(high tension vault), LSE (life-sustaining equipment), Multi 
banks, Loops, Step Downs, etc. Local conditions, such as the 
weather, load, and susceptibility to failure can be displayed. 
0144. In some embodiments, anomalies are associated 
with an item from the assets category. These options have the 
effect of augmenting the symbols and additional information 
of the assets. Anomalies include, but are not limited to, banks 
off open mains, D-Faults, environmental hazards, over 
loaded banks, overloaded feeders, open network protectors, 
blown fuses, manhole fires, and Smoking manholes. 
0145 Alarms can also be provided. For example, clicking 
on an alarm can either bring an operator to a specific point on 
the map or open up a pop-up window with details about 
details about the given problem. Alarms can also be based on 
customer outages, overloaded banks, and approaching rel 
evant weather events, such as thunderstorms. 
0146 A Help/Legend/Status section can be included, and, 
for example, can be populated with asset details on a left-click 
of that asset (right-click brings up a popup). 

Preferences 

0147 In some embodiments, the system is aware of the 
current operator and his or her preferences. Accessing exter 
nal systems does not require re-entry of login credentials 
(single sign-on). The following preferences are provided by 
systems of the present invention include, but are not limited 
to, default region, default borough, default network, default 
preset (work mode). 

Focus Levels 

0148 Embodiments of the presently disclosed subject 
matter provide differing levels of focus, for example, a cor 
porate focus, a network focus, a feeder focus, or a plate focus. 
Corporate focus can include an outline of all boroughs in Con 
Edison electric supply system, outline of all networks, 4 KV 
Grids, and Autoloops, symbols for Bulk Power, Transmis 
sion, and Unit Substations, color of network based on sec 
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ondary problems and the color of stations based on stations 
problems (feed from the Rules Engine), display of the number 
of feeder out at each station, pop-up details on mouse over 
station, drill-down on click. 
0.149 Other embodiments can include a network focus 
that includes one or more of a display of one Network/4 KV 
Grid/Autoloop at one time, M&S plate boundaries on top of 
the corporate view, display transformers, HTV, and major 
customers color coded by status. 

Decision Support 
0150. In some embodiments, a decision support system is 
provided that assists operators during emergencies as well as 
with proactive system maintenance. This decision Support 
system can operate in conjunction with any one of the control 
center displays described in this application. As such, the 
system can provide thorough and particular analysis of large 
events (e.g. feeder outages) as well as continuously monitor 
less significant problems (e.g. low voltage complaints and 
open mains) for emerging problems even when there are no 
contingencies. 
0151. The decisions Support Suggestions can be catego 
rized into two classes: Suggestions based on real data such as 
SCADA and topology and Suggestions based on inference 
from models and statistics. The system can close a feedback 
loop required for reinforcement learning by capturing the 
actions taken on the system and the effects of those actions. 

Reasoning 

0152 Certain embodiments of the present application pro 
vide a system which engages in reasoning, and not only 
displays data that is indicative of problem (e.g. anomalies), 
but can inform the operator whether or not a problem actually 
exists and can propose and/or initiate an action plan to correct 
the problem. 
0153. Such reasoning can occur based on addressing three 
basic questions or areas of concern. First, the system 
describes the actual status of the electrical grid, preferably in 
real-time. In this regard, the system notes whether are 
adequate resources available. Such as the number of crews 
currently working, and the number of personnel on call and 
the amount of equipment at their disposal. Any customer 
complaints (e.g. CAIDI/SAIFI, which measure reliability, 
from a system and customer-oriented perspective) and cur 
rent response times to Such complaints are also noted by the 
system. Second, the system notes the extent of the problem on 
customer service and the impact on equipment within the 
electrical grid. Third, the system determines, based on the 
present problem, what is the next problem based on, a speci 
fied contingency. Such contingencies can be based on, for 
example, impact on customer service and/or impact on com 
ponents within the electrical grid. 
0154 In responding to specified contingencies, the system 
can forecast problems based on predictive modeling and 
machine learning, as disclosed, for example, in the aforemen 
tioned International Publication No. WO 2007/087537. 
0.155. In other embodiments, a system is provided that 
combines one or more of data integration, data visualization, 
decision Support and, the ability to record data as it occurs in 
real time, and then input that data into machine learning and 
statistical algorithms. 
0156 The system, which will be described in connection 
with FIG.7, combine data integration, visualization, decision 
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Support and tracking feedback and includes a rules engine, a 
dashboard view, and a graphic visualization functionality. 
The rules engine of the system can accomplish one or more of 
identifying escalating problems, including in certain embodi 
ments, identifying escalating problems before they occur, 
tracking anomalies as they occur and as they are repaired, 
assisting the operatorin resolving anomalies during emergen 
cies, and/or as part of a proactive maintenance plan. 

Machine Learning 
0157. The cockpit control centers can be used in conjunc 
tion with machine learning. Together, the collective system 
can monitor the list of anomalies to predict and/or infer prob 
lems, perform root-cause analysis of potential problems 
based on the contributing anomalies, prioritize the list of 
problems to determine the contributing weights of each 
anomaly to each problem by monitoring the performance of 
problem prediction, and determine the Suggested Solutions by 
monitoring the effect of operator actions on problem resolu 
tion. 
0158 Operators manually monitor the list of anomalies, 
with the ability of filtering the list by category, time and 
location. The operators also have the ability to interact with 
system by acknowledging potential problems and usefulness 
of the action plan. 
0159 Furthermore, operators play an important role when 
machine learning capabilities are combined with any one (or 
more) of the display embodiments disclosed in this applica 
tion. When machine learning predicts a problem based on 
observed anomalies, the control cockpit display provides the 
functionality of allowing the operator to enter whether or not 
the predicted problem is valid, and to further indicate which 
Suggested actions, if any, were undertaken in response to the 
problem. The display also provides the functionality of allow 
ing the operator to indicate whether the problem was resolved 
via the Suggested actions. These actions provide the ability of 
the machine learning to “learn from the results of actions 
taken in the past in order to better predict and identify prob 
lems in the future, and to provide more effective action plan 
recommendations in the future. 
0160 Referring to FIG. 7, an exemplary system display 
protocol (70) is shown. There it is shown that an anomaly is 
registered, which initiates determination of whether the event 
is predicted to be a problem based on the registered anoma 
lies. The operator (71) has the ability to filter observed 
anomalies by category, time and/or location. The operator can 
interact with the system by acknowledging potential prob 
lems and also monitoring the usefulness of any implemented 
action plan (72), discussed below. One or more solution(s) 
(73) can be suggested to alleviate the problem. The system 
performs a cost-benefit analysis for each solution to deter 
mine if the solution is helping (73). Cost benefit analysis can 
be determined based on one or more pre-selected contingen 
cies. Based on the best solution, an action plan is proposed to 
an operator for implementation. 
0161 In various embodiments, the system predicts prob 
lems (74) based on observed anomalies (75). Furthermore, 
the accuracy of previously identified problems can be regis 
tered, i.e., the performance of past problem prediction, based 
on the observed anomalies and whether a problem actually 
existed. Future anomalies are weighted based on past results, 
to better identify problems going forward. Ranks (76) are 
assigned future anomalies based on previously identified cor 
relations between previously observed anomalies and the 
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presence or absence of a confirmed problem. In this regard 
machine learning is employed to improve problem predic 
tion. 
0162. In other embodiments, the system provides solu 
tions based on predicted problems. Furthermore, embodi 
ments of the present application registers the effectiveness of 
previously implemented action plans in order to modify, if 
necessary, future action plans based on similarly observed 
anomalies and/or predicted problems. In this regard, machine 
learning catalogues prior network response to previously 
implemented action plans in order to optimize future action 
plans that can achieve the best response when applied by the 
operator to the electrical grid. 
0163. In the above discussion, problems identified, and the 
action plans can be implemented using any one of the cockpit 
control display embodiments described herein. 
0164. In one particular embodiment, when an anomaly is 
detected, the system stores the networks present status, start 
time and end time. The system allows for status information 
to be updated manually or automatically. The present status 
can be either one of “active,” “closed’ or “override'. Fur 
thermore, the operator has the capability to indicate whether 
the problem identified is valid, to indicate whether the sug 
gested actions were actually implemented, and to indicate 
whether the problem was resolved via the Suggested actions. 
0.165 Based on the observed anomaly, the presence of a 
problem is determined. If a problem is detected, an action 
plan is generated based on the Solution implemented. A new 
action plan can be generated each time a problem is detected. 
The system can display a description of the problem and the 
likelihood of the problem occurring, optionally based on a 
specified contingency. The system can also display and reg 
ister one or more of a list of anomalies that contributed to the 
problem, a list of possible solutions to the problem and/or any 
of the contributing anomalies. A cost-benefit analysis can be 
performed for each suggestion. 
(0166 In some embodiments, the detection of a new 
anomaly can trigger another event. Solutions can be obtained 
by proactively supplementing the Action Plan with additional 
information from external sources. 

Example 1 
0167. The powerflow simulator applications based on 
PVL-PVL itself, Auto Wolf, Quick Wolf and as available, 
the DEW simulator are used to evaluate the impact of next 
feeder failures on transformer and section overloads using 
real-time loads from NetRMS. The PVL model assumes per 
fect networks as designed with no Banks Off, Open Mains, 
etc. Quick Wolf and Auto Wolf outputs a list of at risk Trans 
formers and Sections ordered from highest overload for peak 
load to be expected that day, and for maximum load ever for 
that network. Manhattan Networks are running Wolf continu 
ously for the NOW case and can drive the CAT with 20 minute 
updates. Brooklyn, Queens and Bronx networks are presently 
event driven. 
(0168 The “MartaSim” or the currently used ODDS 
Machine Learning systems then prioritizes this ranking to 
provide a color coded rating of the likelihood of which feed 
ers and components are the most at risk and Susceptible to 
actually failing within the next 14 days. The Susceptibility 
inputs are: 

(0169. 1. Live NetRMS and FRA; 
(0170 2. Live Load PocketWeight; 
(0171 3. Live PQNode Events: 
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0172 4. Static Composition Attributes; 
(0173 5. Jeopardy database; 
0.174 6. Hipot Index database; and 
(0175 7. Outage history database: 

The susceptibility output is the feeder rankings 
In addition, other guidance is used for components and LPW: 

0176 1. Section rankings from a separate ranking sys 
tem using support vector machines (SVMS): 

0177 2. Transformer rankings from a separate ranking 
system using Support vector machines (SVMS); and 

0.178 3. LPW variances from a live load pocket weight 
feed. 

(0179 Electrical Risk is output to the Next Worse Contin 
gency Analysis report where most at Risk Customer Suscep 
tibility is evaluated using inputs: 

0180 a. Customer Complaints offlickering lights, dim 
lights, etc. coming into call centers; 

0181 b. Open Mains: 
0182 c. Banks Off and Transformers overloaded; 
0183 d. 4 KV problems: 
0.184 e. High Tension Vault and Iso/Spot customers are 
given extra weight; 

0185. A List of the most at risk Feeders is forwarded to the 
Feeder Hotlist program to evaluate their cumulative Load 
Pocket Weight problems along their length. The Transformer 
Load Transfer Variance from the Transformers that are on the 
feeders that are out-of-service to their nearby pick-up Trans 
formers is evaluated and tracked over Time using: 
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0189 Potentially problematic variances of Transformer 
Load Pockets and PQ Overvoltage events are forwarded to the 
CAT tool, and Transformers are ranked for those most need 
ing load relief, cooling, and Support from Switch closings of 
their nearbys. 

Example 2 

Contingency Analysis Interface 
0190. An exemplary and non-limiting contingency analy 
sis interface for the combined network and radial systems is 
provided. A description of each field in the Display together 
with drill-down or other selection options and color code 
conventions are included. 

Template Field Identification and Functionality Description 

Primary Feeder Battle Field Contingency Button 
(0191) 

Green No current or next contingency-In order to register the color 
green there must be confirmation that Contingency Analysis 
has initiated and completed. 

Yellow No current contingency. Next contingency exists, also confirms 
that Contingency analysis has completed. 

Red Current contingency, either overload or customer interruption 
exists. 

0186 a. Load Transfer Variance an 
0187 b. Feeder Hotlist Ranking Contingency Analysis Display Header 
0188 c. PONode Events and Outages (see FIG. 8) (0192 

Field Description 

Region Pull down menu to select region or entire system. 
Network Pull down menu to select network area. 

VDIS Poke point (e.g. mouse sensitive area on screen) to bring up Visual 
DIS. 

TLV Poke point to bring up Transformer Variation Display. 
SUS Poke Point to bring up Susceptibility display-The Susceptibility 

display will provide feeder rankings based on Columbia's Machine 
Learning application. 

Contingency Menu Poke point to bring up Contingency Analysis display-This is a menu driven 

Application Menu 

Test Case 

Now Out 

Now-Pro-Peak 
HTV 

ATS 

Auto Loop 
ISO 

Feeder Case 

VCAP 

SelectView 

navigation that will allow operators to access the Contingency Analysis 
display from other then the Primary battlefield view in the HUD. 
See attached template. 
Poke point to bring up Application Menu (High Level display) that 
is currently used in the control centers to navigate to key applications. 
Link to run “What If scenarios. 

Link to run real time analysis (current cont level is displayed). 
Select case to display. 
Tallies number of HTVs interrupted. 
Tallies number of ATS interrupted. 
Tallies number of auto loops interrupted. 
Tallies number of ISOs interrupted. 
Displays the Feeder or combination offeeders out of service for the given case. 
Link to bring up Visual Contingency analysis Program. 
Select views for Network Only, Radial Only and All (Combines network and Radial views. 
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Column Description 

Feeder Contingency Case 

Station Station of origin -Drill down to SOCCS-X (substation SCADA display). 
Gray background - station RTU not responding-Same as DIS representation 
available from PI. Poke point opens SOCCS-X display of substation. 

Network Network of origin- Color coded to show degree of network Jeopardy derived 
from the dynamic Jeopardy Monitor program - poke column for DIS. Color code 
will be developed with DE. Poke point opens VDIS display for entire network. 

Feeder Feeders that comprise case- Poke point for battlefield display. No color. 
Poke point opens HUD single feeder view. 

Reason Type offeeder outage. Generated by FMS. No color code. 
Status Current Operating step in FMS with Drill down to FMS. No color code. Poke 

point opens FMS CAP for the feeder. 
Est Rest Estimated restoration of the feeder from FMS. 

Radial 

Feeder Impacted feeders. 
Reason Same as above. 
Status Same as above. 
Equipment Id Impacted equipment-Turns red if now case exceeds emergency rating or 

customers have been interrupted, turns yellow if next contingency 
exceeds emergency rating or interrupts customers. Does not calculate 
number of customers interrupted. 

LOOp Sub-categories of Radial-Fields identified under Radial apply to each sub-set. 
High Tension Vaults 

Feeder List all feeders that Supply high-tension customers affected by contingency. 
Reason Derived from FMS. Show in service or out of service. If out of 

Service, what was cause? 
Status In service or current operating step as reflected in FMS. Poke 

point opens banks-off entry if high tension vault is live end capped. 
Equipment ID Indicate high tension vault number. Poke point opens high tension 

diagram for customer (metaphase drawing). 
Next Identifies feeder that causes next contingency. 
Color Code Turns Red if overload or interruption exists in real time. 

Turns Yellow if overload or interruption occurs on next contingencies. 
Isolated Multibank Networks 

Feeder Lists all feeders that supply Isolated Multi-bank Network. 
Reason Derived from FMS. Show in service or out of service. If out of 

Service, what was cause? 
Status In service or current operating step as reflected in FMS. Poke point 

opens banks-off entry if transformer is blocked open or live end capped. 
Equipment ID Shows all vaults that comprise the isolated or multi-bank network. 

Changes color to yellow for interruption that would occur on next 
contingency turns red if Isolated Network is currently out of 
service or on street ties only. Feeders out of service or not available 
are “right justified. Poke point opens Net-RMS display winearby. 

Customer Indicates name of customer or facility. Poke point opens EMOPSYS entry for customer. 
Location Address of customer or facility. Poke point opens Net-DVD M&S display for location. 
Street feed Indicates if multi-bank or isolated network has secondary ties. Y = yes, N = no. 
Next Worse Identifies feeder that causes next contingency. 
Demand Poke point displays demand information from Load Aggregator. 
Color Code Turns Red if overload or interruption exists in real time. 

Turns Yellow if overload or interruption occurs on next contingencies. 
Transformer Overloads 

Select Case SelectNow, Projected or Peak case. Selected case turns gray. 
Feeder Impacted feeder(s) not currently out of service 
Equipment Id Impacted transformer - Turns red if current overload exceeds transformer 

contingency rating. Poke point opens Net-RMS entry w/nearbys. 
Specification Transformer contingency rating. 
Current Transformer current load (calculated by model) compared to spec. 
See color code Poke point opens TOMS entry for the transformer. 
Next Transformer load compared to Spec on next contingency. See color code. 

Poke point opens Columbia Transformer Load Variance (TLV) application. 
Color code: Red Exceeds contingency rating 

Grey Indicates transformer Load Variance Drill 
down to TLV display which is currently 
running on a blade server. A suggested 
display of TLV is attached below in Table 1 

Contributing For Lists the trouble feeder that is the major contributor to the 
overload now or next. 

Loss Of Feeders, that if lost will cause the next worse contingency. Color 
code indicates degree of Susceptibility. Susceptibility color code. 

Red High Susceptibility. 
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Column 

Banks Off 

13 

-continued 

Description 

Yellow Medium Susceptibility. 
Green Low Susceptibility. 

Poke point opens Columbia machine learning real-time 
Susceptibility ranking. 
Transformers now off which contribute to or causes a next contingency 
color code indicates three possible transformer conditions: 

Yellow Xfmr live end capped. 
Pink Network Protector Open. 
Blue RMS not reporting. 

Poke Vault Number for Banks Off Entry 
0193 

Select Case 

Feeder 

From - To 

Specification 
Current 

Next 
Contributing For 

Loss of 

Banks off 

Select Case 
Equipment ID 

Specification 
Current 

Next 

Loss Of 
Contributing For 
Banks Off 
NTICustomers 

Select, now, projected or peak. Gray indicates selected case 

Primary Cable Overloads 

mpacted feeders not currently out of service. Poke point opens 
trouble nearby report for the feeder. 

identifies the impacted section of cable through VACAP which 
provides navigation point to visual display of over load as seen on 
he single feeder view in the HUD. Cursor over VCAP on 
Contingency Analysis display presents Manhole to Manhole 
identification. VCAP turns red if emergency rating is exceeded. 
Poke point opens VCAP single feeder view for primary overloads. 
Cable emergency rating. 
Displays base case feeder load as percentage of rating. Poke point 
opens feeder trace with "one feeder comparison including normal 
and emergency ratings. 
Displays feeder load on “next first based on wolf. 
Lists the trouble feeder that is the major contributor to the overload 
now or next. 

Feeders, that if lost will cause the next worse contingency. Color 
code indicates degree of Susceptibility. 
Susceptibility color code. 

Red High Susceptibility. 
Yellow Medium Susceptibility. 
Green Low Susceptibility. 

Poke point opens Columbia real-time Susceptibility ranking. 
Transformers now off which contribute to or causes a next 
contingency-color code indicates three possible transformer conditions: 

Yellow Xfmr live end capped. 
Pink Network Protector Open. 
Blue RMS not reporting. 

Poke vault number for Banks off entry. 
Secondary Overloads 

Select now, projected or peak case, selected case turns gray. 
identifies the impacted secondary bus through VCAP which 
provides navigation point to VCAP secondary visualization. 
VCAP turns red if emergency rating is exceeded. This section will 
display secondary overloads now and next when the secondary has 
been modeled. 

Poke point opens VCAP secondary visualization. 
Minimum contingency voltage. 
Base case voltage according to wolf, turns yellow if voltage limit is 
violated on next event. Red if violated on base case. 

Voltage on next event, according to wolf, turns red if voltage limit is violated. 
Next worse feeder according to wolf. 
Lists the trouble feeder that is the major contributor to the overload now or next. 
Banks offin the area are listed. 

Number of customers potentially interrupted per NTI. Poke point 
opens NTI display for network. 
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TABLE 1. 

A suggested Transformer Load Variation Display 

14 

Compared to Spec. on Next Contingency 
Transformer Load Variation 

Network Feeder Susceptibility Display 
W. Plains 8W81 V380 1OO 2OO 1OO 

V383 2OO 3OO 1OO (0195 Enter Network Name 
V392 3OO 1OO -2OO 

Poke for Contingency Case O Transformer Load Variation 
W. Plains 8W82 V381 1OO 3OO 2OO 

V441 3OO 500 2OO 
V442 1OO 1OO o 0196. Enter Network Name 

Poke for Contingency O 
Net-Reports 

Contingency Menu O 
Application Menu O 0.197 Enter Network Name 

(0198 Application Menu O (Poke) 
TABLE 2 

Transformer Expected Actual Difference 
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Contingency Analysis Menu 

Contingency Display 

0.194 Enter Network Name 

Sample table of anomaly definitions for Rules Engine 

ID 

1 

18 
19 
61 
2O 
21 
22 
23 
24 
58 
65 
67 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
31 
32 
33 
59 
66 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

39 

Category 

Data 
Data 
Data 
Data 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 

ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
Feeder 
Feeder 
Feeder 
Feeder 
Feeder 
Feeder 
Feeder 
Feeder 
Major Customer 
Major Customer 
Model 
Model 
Model 
Network 
Network 
Network 
Network 
Network 
Transformer 
Transformer 
Transformer 
Transformer 
Transformer 

Transformer 

Anomaly Name 

Auto Data Quality Tests 
RMS Reporting Rate 
RMS Reporting Rate (Severe) 
RMS Reporting Rate (Critical) 
MHX 

SMH 
MHO 

FRO 
SO 
SOP 
SOB 
NL 
NLA 
LV 
FLT 
Hotzones 

CAIDI 
SAIFI 
High Voltage 
Outage 
Overload 

Overload (Severe) 
High Bus Voltage 
Low Bus Voltage 
Scheduled Outage 
ABF 
Susceptibility 
Contingency 
Outage 
Transformer Load Variance 
Overload Transformer 
Overloaded Primary Section 
Open Main 
New Dfault 
New Shunt 
PQ Node Event 
Section condemned in place 
Over Temperature 
Over Temperature (Severe) 
Over Temperature (Critical) 
Over Temperature Duration 
Over Voltage 

Under Voltage 

Criteria 

999 

Event 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Three or more calls from the same 
address in the past 2 years with the 
ollowing trouble types: 
999 
999 
Event 

Event (Auto or CIOA) 
Over normal rating 
Over contingency rating 
999 

Event (Not Auto and Not CIOA) 
Event (in FMS) 
Feeder Susceptibility falls in first bucket 
999 
999 
Variance between model and actual load 
Exceeds rating on normal 
Exceeds rating on normal 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Event??? 

Event (in Open Mains table) 
Top Oil Temp >90 degrees C. 
Top Oil Temp >110 degrees C. 
Top Oil Temp >125 degrees C. 
999 
Voltage >129 

Voltage <108 

Comments 

QUE 4260-14 
QUE 4260-14 

EO 4095 
EO 4095 
EO 4095 

PSC: 108-126 Wallowed 
at meter on second 
conting 
PSC: 108-126V allowed 
at meter on second 
conting 
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TABLE 2-continued 

15 
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Sample table of anomaly definitions for Rules Engine 

Comments ID Category Anomaly Name Criteria 

40 Transformer Over Voltage Duration 999 
41 Transformer Under Voltage Duration 999 
42 Transformer Overload Over normal rating 
43 Transformer Overload (Severe) Over first conting rating 
44 Transformer Overload (Critical) Over second conting rating 
45 Transformer Overload Duration 999 
46 Transformer Low Pressure 999 
47 Transformer Water Alarm Event 
48 Transformer Fuse Status = “Fuse' or (any 

phase at 0 load and another phase >10) 
49 Transformer Phase Imbalance Any 2 phases >50 p.u. apart 
50 Transformer Bank Off Event 
51 Transformer Open Switch Event 
52 Transformer Load Shift Variance 999 
53 Transformer Oneven Load Distribution Target <20 but one of nearbies with 

NBF -10 has load >50 
54 Transformer Missing Event 
55 Transformer Old Not Reporting Scan time -1 hour old 
56 Transformer Root Square Network Protector was closed prior to 

eeder outage but remained open after 
eeder restoration (12 hour delay) 

57 Transformer Root Square 2 Network Protector was closed prior to 
eeder outage but became a blown fuse 
after feeder restoration (12 hour delay) 

60 Transformer High Pressure 999 
62 Transformer ABF 999 
63 Transformer Blocked Open Event (in Banks Off table) 
64 Transformer CFR Event (in Banks Off table) 
30 Weather Temperature Variable >86 Degrees 
68 Weather Sudden Temperature change 999 
69 Weather Snow Storm Icy roads 999 
70 Weather Severe Rain 999 
71 Weather Severe Wind 999 
72 Weather Heat Wawe 3 or more days over 90 degrees 
73 Weather Hot day Temperature over 90 degrees 

0199 A sample form in which operators can link anoma 
lies to problems and solutions is shown in FIG. 9. This inter 
face can be used for defining the Rules Engine. 
0200. It will be understood that the foregoing is only illus 

trative of the principles of the disclosed subject matter, and 
that various modifications can be made by those skilled in the 
art without departing from the scope and spirit thereof. For 
example the foregoing may be applied to energy and other 
utility control centers (e.g. nuclear control centers) and also to 
mass transit energy control centers. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An integrated decision Support control center system to 

permit an end user to monitor the status of at least a portion of 
a utility network, comprising: 

one or more processors, each having respective communi 
cation interfaces to receive data from said utility net 
work, said data comprising real time utility network 
data; 

one or more software applications, operatively coupled to 
and at least partially controlling said one or more pro 
cessors, to process said real time utility network data and 
determine whether a change in condition in said at least 
portion of said utility network has occurred; and 

a display, coupled to said one or more processors, for 
visually presenting said a depiction of at least said por 
tion of said utility network, including any changes in 
condition thereof, in an integrated manner. 

2. The decision Support control center system of claim 1, 
wherein said utility network comprises an electrical grid, and 

said real time utility network data comprises real time status 
overview data for said portion of said electrical grid. 

3. The decision Support control center system of claim 2, 
wherein said electrical grid further comprises one or more 
electrical feeders, and said real time utility network data 
further comprises electrical feeder status data. 

4. The decision Support control center system of claim 2, 
wherein said electrical grid further comprises one or more 
electrical substations, and wherein said real time utility net 
work data further comprises electrical Substation status data. 

5. The decision support control center system of claim 3, 
wherein said electrical feederstatus data includes status data 
for a plurality of electrical feeders, and said display further 
permits the visual monitoring of said plurality of electrical 
feeders. 

6. The decision support control center of claim 2, further 
comprising a data storage device coupled to said one or more 
processors, storing topographical display data for said por 
tion of said electrical grid, and wherein said display is adapted 
to visually present a topographical display of said portion of 
said electrical grid from said topographical display data. 

7. The decision support control center system of claim 1, 
further comprising a decision Support interface, coupled to 
said one or more processors, for permitting said end user to 
communicate with said system. 

8. The decision support control center system of claim 1, 
wherein said one or more software applications further com 
prises an alarm manager for determining when a determined 
change in condition is an alarm condition and generating said 
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alarm condition, and wherein said display further permits the 
visual presentation of said alarm condition. 

9. The decision support control center system of claim 3, 
further comprising a data storage device, coupled to said one 
or more processors, storing Susceptibility to failure data for 
said one or more electrical feeders, and said one or more 
Software applications further comprises a Susceptibility to 
failure routine for analyzing when a determined change in 
condition can lead to a failure of one or more of said electrical 
feeders by comparing said real time utility network data to 
said stored susceptibility to failure data. 

10. The decision support control center system of claim 3, 
further comprising a data storage device, coupled to said one 
or more processors, storing contingency analysis data, and 
said one or more software applications further comprises a 
contingency analysis routine for analyzing when a deter 
mined change in condition can lead to one or more contin 
gencies. 

11. A method for operating an integrated decision Support 
control center system to permit an end user to monitor the 
status of at least a portion of a utility network, comprising: 

receiving real time utility network data from said utility 
network; 

determining, from said received real time utility network 
data, whether a change in condition in said at least por 
tion of said utility network has occurred, and 

displaying a depiction of at least said portion of said utility 
network, including any determined changes in condition 
thereof, in an integrated manner. 

12. The decision support control center method of claim 
11, wherein said utility network comprises at least a portion 
of an electrical grid, and said real time utility network data 
comprises real time status overview data for said portion of 
said electrical grid. 

13. The decision support control center method of claim 
12, wherein said real time utility network data further com 
prises electrical feederstatus data, and said determining com 
prises determining a change in condition of one or more 
electrical feeders. 

14. The decision support control center method of claim 
12, wherein said real time utility network data further com 
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prises electrical Substation status data, and said determining 
comprises determining a change in condition of one or more 
electrical Substations. 

15. The decision support control center method of claim 
12, wherein said displaying further comprises visually dis 
playing a topographical display of said portion of said elec 
trical grid. 

16. The decision support control center method of claim 
12, wherein said one or more software applications further 
comprises an alarm manager for determining when a deter 
mined change in condition is an alarm condition and gener 
ating said alarm condition, and wherein said display further 
permits the visual presentation of said alarm condition. 

17. The decision support control center method of claim 
12, further comprising analyzing when a determined change 
in condition can lead to a failure of one or more of said 
electrical feeders by comparing said real time utility network 
data to susceptibility to failure data. 

18. The decision support control center method of claim 
12, further comprising analyzing when a determined change 
in condition can lead to one or more contingencies. 

19. An integrated decision Support control center system to 
permit an end user to monitor the status of at least a portion of 
a utility network, comprising: 

communication interface means for receiving data from 
said utility network, said data comprising real time util 
ity network data; 

data processing means, coupled to said communication 
interface means; to process said real time utility network 
data and determine whethera change in condition in said 
at least portion of said utility network has occurred; and 

display means, coupled to said data processing means, for 
visually presenting said a depiction of at least said por 
tion of said utility network, including any changes in 
condition thereof, in an integrated manner. 

20. The decision support control center system of claim 19, 
wherein said utility network comprises an electrical grid, and 
said real time utility network data comprises real time status 
overview data for said portion of said electrical grid. 
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